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• We process 16-week-long CDR data of one million users with fuzzy clustering.
• We find some relations between ARPU level and users behavior patterns.
• We prove that the mobility of users is related to ARPU and communication behavior.
• Results indicate that the top ARPU level users are the most ‘‘lonely’’ ones.
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a b s t r a c t

Understanding the intelligence of human behaviors by mining petabytes of network data represents the
tendency in social behaviors research and shows great significance on Internet application designing and
service expansion.Meanwhile, the runningmobile networks that generate huge data can be the best social
sensor for these studies. This paper investigates a practical case of mobile network aided social sensing
which uncovers some features of users’ behaviors in mobile networks by intelligently processing the big
data. The paper studies the users’ behaviors with regard to communication, movement, and consumption
based on large user data sets. The main contribution of the study is some findings on the relations among
these behavior features. We find that the users’ calling behaviors are different despite their monthly
expenditures being similar, though different consumption level users may have similar communication
behaviors. We also find that statistically users with the higher mobility contribute more ARPU than those
with lowermobility. Additionally, we also find that the top consumption level users are themost ‘‘lonely’’
ones by exploring the movement clustering patterns of users. These findings are significant to instruct
marketing strategies for telecommunication industry.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Although technologies have been pushing our world and soci-
ety to a smarter one, humanbehaviors in the society still keep some
inherent features and complexities that are hard to explain. Under-
standing the intelligence of human behaviors in the real world has
great significance in practical application, such as mobile network
deployment, traffic engineering, urban planning and service rec-
ommendation. While studies on human behaviors were not new
in social science, quantitative analyses were not common due to
the lack of source of data. Thanks to the computers and networks
as they can now give plenty of computational ways of collecting
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and analyzing data for social studies, which used to depend on sur-
veys in traditional methodology. Thus in the new era of ‘‘Big Data’’,
never before have researchers had the opportunity to mine such a
wealth of information that promises to provide insights about the
complex behaviors of human societies [1,2]. One goal of these re-
searches is to quantitatively uncover the inherent feature of human
behaviors and track how our behaviors evolve bymining petabytes
of network data.

The studies on human behaviors can be traced since 19th cen-
tury [3]. The discipline covers psychology, sociology, anthropology,
etc., which study different aspects of the nature of human intelli-
gence. However, due to lack of ways of measurement and analy-
sis of large scale of data, the studies mostly focused on individuals
or a certain small group or rough qualitative estimation of social
behaviors. This was kept almost unchanged until the emergence
of modern computing science and network technology. Recent
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advances in computing and network science have driven the stud-
ies on social behaviors to a newly high stage. The universal usage
of computational devices leaves huge amount of data that are
tightly related with human behaviors. Scientists were able to use
computer data, and network data to sense and analyze human be-
haviors in the society. During this period, a lot of theoretical and
practical achievements in social behaviors studies arose. The
prevalence of social network in the Internet and the progress in
complex network research are best examples for this [4,5]. Mean-
while, with the development and widespread of smartphones and
mobile network, they began to show their dominance in sensing
human behaviors over the traditional way of mining Internet so-
cial media. Therefore, in this paper, we investigate a practical case
of mobile network aided social sensing. We study the users’ be-
haviors with regard to communication, movement, and consump-
tion based on mining a large set of mobile user data. The findings
may be significant to instruct marketing strategies for the service
providers to increase their revenues and lead them to success
through Customer Relationship Management (CRM) [6].

When discussing the communication behaviors, movement
behaviors and consumption behaviors of mobile users, we aim at
three questions:
1. Does each ARPU (Average Revenue Per User) level imply similar

communication behavior?
2. Does each ARPU level imply similar mobility level? And what

is the relationship between a user’s consumption capacity and
mobility?

3. Do people with similar mobility patterns have similar commu-
nication behaviors?
We explore the above three issues in this paper. We notify that

the detailed information about humanmobility across a large pop-
ulation can be collected bymobile operators that record the closest
base stationwhen a call is generated. Herein, we use 16-week-long
(from September to December, 2009) calling records of about one
million users in ametropolis in China as our data set to conduct re-
search. Each record includes the serving base station’s ID, the start
and end times of each phone call (outgoing and incoming calls are
distinguished), as well as the monthly billing information of each
user. For preserving the users’ privacy, the record of each phone
call is anonymous.

We apply both the value-based and behavior-based segmenta-
tion methods to investigate the difference between the users who
have different or similar ARPU. That is, we firstly divide the users
based on their ARPU into different groups as preliminary division.
Then, we study their behaviors by using fuzzy c-means (FCM) clus-
tering. The contributions of our paper are:
• Verify that the same ARPU level users have different behav-

ior patterns, while different ARPU level users may have similar
communication behaviors;

• Prove that the users’mobility levels have relationwith their AR-
PUs and communication behaviors. People who make less call-
ing or like making calls at night have less mobility than others;

• Find that the top ARPU level users are the most ‘‘lonely’’ ones,
which imply that they are willing to move alone and do not like
being with others.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly re-

views related work. Section 3 introduces a communication behav-
ior indicator and a user segmentation algorithm based on the FCM
that are used to study the questions proposed by us. In Section 4,
we investigate user behavior patterns and extract salient charac-
teristics that indicate the relationships among users’ consumption
capacity, communication time, mobility, and locations. Finally, we
further discuss our results and conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. Related work

Telecommunication industry has been developing rapidly since
early 1990s. With increased market competition and years of
development, the number of mobile users is becoming saturated.
Notably, the proportions of mobile users are even more than 100%
in somemetropolises. This implies that some users subscribemore
than one mobile number. Such a situation forces mobile operators
to turn their efforts from increasing the number of subscribers
to retaining the existing ones. As a result ensuring the quality of
mobile services becomes the most important factor to enhance
competitiveness. Typically, the ISP’s are in search of data that
possess key information about their users and try to distinguish
users and in-depth understand the needs of different user groups.

To know the relationship between customer value and behav-
ior, an appropriatemethod for customer segmentation is critical in
CRM. The customer value, in most instances, only reflects the con-
suming capacity of a user. Segmentation based on it cannot distin-
guish the difference of user behaviors, which, however, contains
useful and valuable information about the characteristics, prefer-
ences and desires of users.

Customer segmentation methods are classified in terms of seg-
mentation dimensions and the purposes of segmentation. Gener-
ally, there are four kinds of customer segmentation methods [7]:
demographics segmentation [8], lifestyle segmentation [9–12],
behavior segmentation [13] and benefit segmentation [14]. De-
mographic segmentation treats geography as an important di-
mension. However, the globalization of markets and the rapid
development of information technology weaken the relevance
between customer and geographic characteristics. Lazer firstly
proposed the method to identify and segment customers based on
their lifestyle [11], which includes: Activity, Interests and Opin-
ion (AIO) [9,10,12]. However, this kind of segmentation is hard
to do since it is generally impossible to get customers’ compre-
hensive lifestyle data in practice. Behavior segmentation classifies
customers by analyzing their behavior patterns [13]. Supported
by information technology, we can handle a large amount of data
to get useful results with this method. But simply using behavior
segmentation cannot disclose customer value or benefit, which is
mostly concerned by the operators. There are many ways to calcu-
late the value of customers. The most popular one is segmenting
users based on ARPU. The famous pyramidal model typically di-
vides the users based on the ARPU into 3 clusters: high, medium,
and low ARPU, respectively. In this paper, we choose user behavior
as an indicator to give an in-depth insight of the relationship be-
tween customer value and behaviors by considering the weakness
and advance of the existing segmentation methods.

CRM is a broadly recognized, widely implemented strategy to
manage and nurture a company’s interactions with its users and
sales. Its overall goal is to find, attract, and win new users, retain
existing ones and entice former users back, and reduce the costs
of marketing and customer services [6]. In order to achieve suc-
cessful customer relationships, data mining (DM) is generally ap-
plied to understand the characteristics and desires of users [15].
The DM is a process of finding hidden patterns, associations, rules
and statistically significant structures in large databases [16]. Clus-
tering is a DM technique with applications in the areas of data
exploration, segmentation, targeted marketing, and cross-selling
[17,16]. With clustering, the CRM aims to segment users into dis-
crete groups that share similar characteristics, such as age, gender,
interests, and consumption habits. However, we notify that DM
methods in the previous work seldom cluster users based on both
their behaviors and ARPU.

Recently, analysis of user behaviors is becoming a popular
approach to understand users. A number of applications rang-
ing from city planning to resource management in mobile com-
munications rely on the understanding of human behaviors. For
example, Lopez-Paris et al. found that pedestrians usually walk
along straight pavements in cities. Based on this, they proposed
an approach to automatically agent navigation in realtime applica-
tions [18]. Eagle and Pentland found that different MIT staff’s mo-
bility patterns are different: higher entropy of junior staff indicates
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Fig. 1. The outgoing and incoming call durations of a user in a day.

more randommovement of juniors than seniors [1]. Sohn et al. [19]
exploredhowcoarse-grainedGSMdata collected bymobile phones
can be used to recognize properties of user mobility through the
daily number of walking steps. Pan and Jon analyzed community
structures by tracking human mobility [20]. They used delivery
ratio and delivery cost to design efficient forwarding algorithms for
mobile networks. E. Lu et al. proposed a method, named Cluster-
based Temporal Mobile Sequential Pattern Mine (CTMSP-Mine)
to discover Cluster-based Temporal Mobile Sequential Patterns
(CTMSPs) in the context of Location-Based Services (LBS). This
workmines and predicts mobile behaviors by simultaneously con-
sidering both user relations and temporal property [21]. Sun et al.
presented a suite of detection techniques to identify fraudulent us-
age of mobile telecommunication services by exploiting regular-
ities demonstrated in users’ behaviors [22]. Song et al. indicated
the limits of predictability in human mobility [23]. Kakiuchi et al.
proposed an automatic human tracking system to overcome the
limitation of existing video surveillance systems by applying the
competence that a mobile agent normally does not lose tracking in
automatic human tracking systems [24].

These researches give us inspiration to explore new applica-
tions or analyze human characteristics based on user behaviors.
However, existing studies lack further segmentation and analysis
by considering both value and behaviors. None of them concern
the three questions raised by us. Thus they cannot provide valuable
suggestions to themobile operators in terms of the communication
behavior, movement behavior and consumption behavior.

3. Communication behavior indicator and FCM algorithm

To answer the aforementioned three questions in Section 1, we
study the users behaviors and try to cluster the users into differ-
ent groups. By comparing the behavior features of the users in dif-
ferent groups, we hope to find some relations among the features,
such as ARPU, mobility or calling habit. Therefore, we first define
some quantitative indicator to describe the users communication
behavior and then introduce a user segmentation algorithm to ac-
complish the clustering.

3.1. Communication behavior indicator

We propose a communication behavior indicator to reflect the
affordability, contact relationship and calling habits of a user. From
the operators’ point of view, they are interested in the calling be-
havior. Thus, referring to the concept of traffic we select the dura-
tion (in minutes) of outgoing/incoming call per hour as the user’s
communication behavior indicator.

From h o’clock to h + 1 o’clock, the total duration of outgoing
call is:

xh =

n
i=1

thi (1)

where n is the number of outgoing calls in this hour, thi represents
the duration of the ith call. Hence we get user j’s outgoing call vec-
tor in a day as:

Xj = {x1, x2, . . . , x24}. (2)

The outgoing call vector provides a detailed statement about the
tendency of initiative communication request of a user. Consid-
ering that many operators take one-way charge, the outgoing call
vector also reflects the affordability of the user.

Similarly, we define an incoming call vector as:

Yj = {y1, y2, . . . , y24} (3)

where yi is the total incoming call duration (in minutes) at the ith
hour of a day.

Xj and Yj not only indicate the total traffic but also imply the
characteristic of communication behaviors. Fig. 1 illustrates a cer-
tain user’s outgoing and incoming call durations in a day by aver-
aging and normalizing his 16-weeks calling records. The duration
of outgoing calls is drawn in positive y axis while incoming ones
are oppositely shown in negative y axis.

The outgoing and incoming call vectors give us an insight of
communication difference among users. This cannot be indicated
by the pyramidal model commonly used by the operators. How-
ever, even two users with similar ARPU, may behave quite differ-
ently in communications, e.g., one would like making calls in the
morning while the other prefers at night.

3.2. User segmentation with fuzzy c-means clustering

A user’s behavior is random, nonlinear and multi-attribute as-
sociated with many factors. In order to investigate user behaviors
wemust segment users based ondifferent behavior patterns. Fuzzy
clustering is a common approach for this purpose. Fuzzy clustering
analysis allows one piece of data to be loaded in two or more clus-
ters and finally decides the most suitable one. The clustering re-
sult depends on the whole data set that can keep all characteristics
needed in latter analysis. The most popular fuzzy clustering algo-
rithm is fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering, which is also applied in
this paper. Thismethod (developed by Dunn in 1973 and improved
by Bezdek in 1981 [25,26]) is frequently used in pattern recogni-
tion.

The FCM clustering is based on the minimization of following
objective function:

Jm(U, C) =

N
i=1

C
j=1

um
ij ∥xi − cj∥2, 1 ≤ m ≤ ∞ (4)

where Jm is an objective function,m is any real number greater than
1, uij is the degree of membership of xi in the cluster j, xi is the ith
d-dimensional measured data (d = 2× 24 in our case, where 24 is
the total number of hours per day, 2 indicates the types of calling:
outgoing call and incoming call), cj is the center of cluster j in
d-dimension, N is the total number of measured data, C is the total
number of clusters, and ∥ ∗ ∥ is the norm expressing the similarity
between two data.

Fuzzy partitioning is carried out through iterative optimization
of the objective function as shown in Eq. (4), by updating the degree
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of membership uij and the cluster centers cj by:

uij =
1

C
k=1


∥xi−cj∥
∥xi−ck∥

 2
m−1

(5)

cj =

N
i=1

um
ij · xi

N
i=1

um
ij

. (6)

This iteration stops when maxij{|u
(k+1)
ij − u(k)

ij |} < ε, where ε is
a termination criterion between 0 and 1, and k is the iteration step.
This procedure converges at a local minimum or saddle point Jm.

The FCM algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. The conver-
gence of the algorithm has been proved in [27].

Algorithm 1 FCM algorithm:
1: Step 1. Initialize U = [uij] matrix, U(0) , k = 0;
2: Step 2. At the kth step: calculate center vector Ct(k) = [cj] with

U (k) based on Eq. (6);
3: Step 3. k++, update U (k), and get U (k+1) based on Eq. (5) using

cj got in Step 2;
4: Step 4. Calculate the new partition matrix ∆ = ∥U (k+1)

−

U (k)
∥ = maxij{|u

(k+1)
ij − u(k)

ij |}

5: if ∆ < ε then
6: STOP;
7: else
8: go to Step2.
9: end if

The weighting exponent m is an important parameter in the
FCM algorithm. When m is close to one, FCM approaches hard
c-means algorithm, also known as K -means. When m approaches
infinity, the only solution of FCM is the mass center of input data
set. Hence, choosing a suitable m is very important when imple-
menting FCM. Bellman and Zadeh gave an optimization tool for
choosing m [28]. Many researchers studied the optimization of
the m chosen. Bezdek et al. thought m should be between 1.1 and
5 [25]; Cheung and Chan considered m between 1.25 and 1.75
based on application background [29].

We choose the method introduced in [30] to calculatem. Given
a fuzzy objective function G and a constraint Cf , a decision is
produced by the intersection of G and Cf ,D = G ∩ Cf [25]. The
membership function uG(m) of data set D is defined as:

uG(m) = exp

−α ·
Jm(U, C)

max
∀m

(Jm(U, C))

 (7)

where α is a positive constant larger than 1, typically, α = 1.5.
Jm(U, C) is the object function described in Eq. (4), U = [uij] is the
membership metric, C is the number of clusters. FCM algorithm
wants to get a minimal value of Jm.

The membership function of fuzzy constraint Cf is:

uCf (m) =
1

1 + β ·


Hm(U,C)

max
∀m

(Hm(U,C))

 (8)

where β is a positive constant, typically, β = 10. Hm is the entropy
of a partition defined as:

Hm(U, C) = −
1
N

N
i=1

C
j=1

uij · loga(uij) (9)
a is the base of logarithm that a ∈ (1, +∞). Other notions have
the samemeanings as described before. Particularly, when uij = 0,
uij · loga(uij) = 0. The smaller the Hm, the better the partition is.

Furthermore, we get an optimized weighting exponentm∗:

m∗
= arg

∀m


max{min{uG(m), uCf (m)}}


. (10)

Asmentioned before, we get three levels of users based on their
ARPU. We further calculate m∗ based on Eqs. (7)–(10), as depicted
in Fig. 2.

Referring to the outgoing and incoming call vectors, Xj and Yj,
we get matrixes X and Y for n users as:

X = {X1, X2, X3, . . . , Xn} (11)
Y = {Y1, Y2, Y3, . . . , Yn}. (12)

We use X and Y as the inputs of FCM algorithm and normalize
them before processing in order to get a comparable result. Herein,
we useMin–Maxnormalization. That is, data values are scaled such
that the smallest value in the two arrays (i.e., X and Y ) becomes 0
and the largest one becomes 1. Our proposed algorithm for user
segmentation is described in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Algorithm of user segmentation:
1: Step 1. Divide all sample users into three levels based on their

ARPU (from high to low, the thresholds are top 20% ARPU, top
20% − 50% ARPU and others);

2: Step 2. Normalize user data as the input of FCM algorithm;
3: Step 3. Implement the FCM algorithm for each level of users,

cluster them into 3 classes (C = 3);
4: Step 4. Average the communication behavior indicators of each

class and calculate user proportion for each corresponding
level.

4. User behavior patterns

Based on the algorithm presented in Section 3, in this section,
we investigate user behavior patterns and extract salient charac-
teristics that indicate the relationships among users’ consumption
capacity, communication time, mobility, and locations.

4.1. Communication behavior clustering

In order to study the communication behaviors of users, we
firstly divide the one million sample users into 3 levels based on
their ARPU (from high to low), then we cluster each level of users
by applying the FCM algorithm.

The proportion and total ARPU contribution of each level is
shown in Fig. 3.Weknow that the famous 20−80 rule in economics
indicates that 20% of customers contribute 80% of profits. However,
from Fig. 3 we can see that due to fierce competition, the gap
of total revenue between each level is narrowed. This indicates
that we cannot underrate any level of users. Applying the FCM
algorithm for each level of users, the clustering result is shown in
Fig. 4. The subgraphs in Fig. 4 present the results of different ARPU
levels, from high to low. For the sake of convenience, we define
the clusters as c1, c2 and c3 in a certain ARPU level, respectively.
The proportion of c1, c2 and c3 is illustrated on the left of each
subgraph.

From Fig. 4, we can see that for the top ARPU level, c1 has longer
outgoing and incoming calling durations in the morning than af-
ternoon or evening and night. This situation is reversed for c2. The
cluster c3 has sharp peak calling durations in the evening around
20:00 h. Generally, the top ARPU level users have longer outgoing
call duration than the incoming one,which indicates that they have
strong affordability.
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Fig. 2. The optimized weighting exponentm for each level of users.
Fig. 3. The proportion and total ARPU contribution of each level.

For the medium ARPU level, c1, c2, c3 have similar character-
istics to the top one, except that the outgoing calling duration is
approximately equal to the incoming one.

For the low ARPU level, the characteristics of c1, c2, c3 are not
so as distinct as the top and medium levels. We get the largest
m∗

= 2.2 in the implementation of FCM algorithm for this level.
But based on the incoming call duration,we can still draw the same
conclusion as the other two ARPU levels. Besides, this level obvi-
ously has longer incoming call duration than the outgoing one. In
summary, people’s communication behaviors can be divided into
3 patterns, as c1, c2, c3 described above.

4.2. Communication behavior and mobility

As introduced before, our data set records the user’s closest base
station ID when a call is generated. In urban area, a base station’s
coverage is about 1–3 km. Thus we can get the approximate loca-
tion of the user based on the base station ID. We use scope and
regularity to characterize a user’s mobility. The scope is the num-
ber of different base stations visited by a user in a month and can
represent the range of the user’s movement. The regularity is de-
noted by the entropy of a user’s movement. In information theory,
entropy is ameasure of uncertainty associatedwith a random vari-
able. Kontoyiannis et al. measure the entropy of a user’s trajectory
to explore the user’s mobility [17]. The smaller the entropy of tra-
jectory is, the more steady the user’s mobility is.
Table 1
The scope of different ARPU level users with different communication behaviors.

Scope ARPU c1 (41%) c2 (22%) c3 (37%) Average

High (20%) 53.76 51.27 50.29 51.93
Medium (30%) 34.33 32.81 30.09 32.43
Low (50%) 17.59 16.27 16.39 16.85
Average 29.84 28.23 27.28 28.54

The distribution of scope of all sample users is shown in Fig. 5.
The average scope is 28.54. In otherwords, a user’s trajectory on

average crosses nearly 28 base stations’ service areas in a month.
With the result presented above,we calculate the scope of different
ARPU level users with different communication behaviors, as
shown in Table 1.

From Table 1, we can see that the scope has strong relationship
with ARPU: the higher the ARPU, the higher the scope. As for the
communication behavior, c1 has the highest scope value, but not
much higher than c2 and c3. c2 has a similar scope value to c3.
Thus, we can draw a conclusion that the scope has tight relation-
ship with ARPU and people who like calling in the daytime have
more scope.

We further investigate the regularity of user mobility.
Definition: let Xi be a random variable representing a user’s

location at time i. Movement entropy is defined as:

S(X) = −


x∈X

p(x) log2 p(X), (13)

where p(x) = P(Xi = x) is the probability that Xi = x. For a
stationary stochastic process, the usermovement entropy could be
written as:

S ≡ lim
n→∞

1
n
S (X1, X2, . . . , Xn) . (14)

People who have high-entropy of trajectory tend to live very
variably and it is hard to predict their locations.While low-entropy
of trajectory is characterized by solid patterns across all time
scales, by calculating the entropy of users, we can provide insight
into their lives in order to lay a valuable foundation for CRM.

We segment the 16-week detailed calling records into hour-
long intervals for all sample users. For each interval, each user is
assigned a base station ID to indicate its location. If the user passes
more than one base station in a given interval, we choose one of
them randomly. If the user has no call in this hour interval, we fill it
with a symbol ‘‘?’’. We use a string to express the user’s movement
trajectory, which contains a number of symbols that are the IDs
of the base stations visited by the user and ‘‘?’’s. Thus, we obtain
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Fig. 4. Clustering result for each ARPU level.
a string with the length L = 24 × 7 × 16 = 2688 for each user
(24: the number of hour-long intervals per day; 7: the number of
days in a week; 16: the total number of weeks during which our
user data were collected). The string presents the trajectory of the
user’s movement. Thereby, the entropy of the string can indicate
the stability of the trajectory. Obviously, the less the entropy, the
stronger the stability of the trajectory of user movement is.

To calculate the entropy based on the user’s past location his-
tory, we use an estimator based on Lempel–Ziv data compres-
sion [31] to calculate the real entropy of the string used to express
the trajectory of personal movement. For a string with n symbols,
the entropy is estimated by

Sest =


1
n


i

Λi

−1

ln n (15)

whereΛi is the length of the shortest substring starting at position
i that does not previously appear from position 1 to i − 1. It has
been proven that Sest converges to the actual entropy when n
approaches infinity [31]. Based on Eq. (15), we get the probability
distribution of entropy, as shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5. The scope of sample users.

Fig. 6. The probability distribution of entropy.

From Fig. 6, we can see that most people’s entropy is less than
2, which indicates that most users’ whereabouts at any time is less
than 22

= 4 locations. The average of all users’ entropy is about
3.07. We calculate the regularity of different ARPU level users with
different communication behaviors, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2 implies that the people who make less calling or like
making calls at night have more regularity than other clustered
users (smaller entropy indicates more regularity). We also find
an interesting result: suppose Rc∗ (c∗ would be c1, c2, or c3)
denotes the regularity of c∗ and RA∗ (A∗ would be AH, AM, or AL)
denotes the regularity of high (AH), medium (AM) and low (AL)
ARPU level users, there are 2Rc2 ≈


2Rc1 + 2Rc3


/2 and 2RAM ≈

2RAH + 2RAL

/2. This means that if we divide the users based on

their regularity, we will get the same division as the result based
on ARPU. This result also indirectly proves that the user behavior
analysis method proposed by us is an appropriate one, like the
pyramidal model based on ARPU.

4.3. Group clustering

Amovement group (in short, group) is a number of personswho
move together from one place to another. As shown in Fig. 7, the
trajectory of group movement may pass through many base sta-
tions’ coverage. In our daily life, a bus or a metro is an instance of
movement group. People who go to the same company may have
Table 2
Regularity of different ARPU level users with different communication behaviors.

Regularity c1 (41%) c2 (22%) c3 (37%) Average

High (20%) 6.51 5.75 3.69 5.30
Medium (30%) 5.63 4.73 2.16 4.15
Low (50%) 1.90 1.61 1.07 1.53
Average 4.44 3.63 1.22 3.07

Table 3
The proportion of group users in different ARPU level users with different
communication behaviors.

Proportion c1 c2 c3 Total

High ARPU 2.3% 0.6% 0.5% 3.4%
Medium ARPU 23.2% 20.4% 14.9% 58.5%
Low ARPU 21.2% 14.4% 2.5% 38.1%
Total 46.7% 35.4% 17.9% 100%

a segment of same trajectory to go to work and get off work. They
have the greatest possibility being a group. There are many other
reasons people move together. A method to find movement group
is proposed in [1]. Based on our data set, we find 200 groups to in-
vestigate the group members’ characteristics. Each group’s size is
from100 to 500 persons. The total number of group users is 27468.
The users of each group exhibit similar movement trajectory de-
spite that they may be not aware of it. In addition, the movement
group’s trajectory is very steady. This implies that they live in a life
with ‘‘low-entropy’’ and they ‘‘like’’ to be with each other. No mat-
ter moving or staying, they have changeless ‘‘close friends’’ around
them, although they do not even know this fact.

We calculate the proportion of all 27 468 group users in differ-
ent ARPU level users with different communication behaviors, as
shown in Table 3. We can see that the users who belong to the
high level ARPU are the most ‘‘lonely’’ ones—they are hard to be
‘‘found’’ by others. They may have their own vehicles and private
work place. They would like to come and leave all alone. The most
gregarious ones are the medium ARPU level users. In addition, c1
and c2 contain much more groups than c3, which indicates that
people who like calling at night may be lonelier than those calling
in the daytime.

4.4. Results and discussions

We found differences among the three clusters of each ARPU
level. This differences cannot be seen from the ARPU division. It
is interesting to note that the c3 cluster has peak calling traffic
at night. In high ARPU level, the proportion of c3 is small but in
medium and low ARPU levels, it is large (about 45%). This group of
users (about 40% of total population) should be paid attention by
the operators because they are sensitive on communication cost
but have strong communication demands.

We also studied the relationship among movement behaviors,
consumption capacity and communication behaviors. We gave an
insight into user mobility and aggregation. It is easy to understand
the result about scope: the stronger the user consumption capacity,
the larger the range the user would travel. People who can afford
high telephone charges could possibly afford international travel.
We also find that people who like calling in the daytime have
more mobility than those who like calling at night. However, this
difference is not very significant.

We investigated the regularity of users and found that low level
ARPU users and c3 users have low entropy. The reasonmay be that
the work or life of low level ARPU users is simple and repeatable,
thus these users move more regular (i.e., have lower movement
entropy) than others. And those who like calling at night may have
fewer activities during the daytime than others. In other words,
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Fig. 7. An illustration of movement group.
they are more inclined to stay at home. What is more, we find that
the regularity of medium ARPU users is approximate in the mid-
dle of high and low level ARPU users’. The same conclusion can be
made for the c1, c2, and c3 clusters. This result can be seen as a
good proof of the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm.

At last, we studied the behavior pattern of user aggregation.We
found that the high ARPU users are the most ‘‘lonely’’ ones. They
occupy the smallest proportion (3.4%) of the whole group popu-
lation. We could explain this phenomenon that most of the high
ARPU users are the elite of society, so it is hard to find many peo-
ple move together with them. Medium ARPU users occupy nearly
60% of group population, which means middle class are the most
gregarious. This finding could provide a significant justification for
the operators to design and develop valuable mobile services for
mobile users, e.g., mobile social network applications. We found
that c3 is the ‘‘lonely’’ ones, too. This result can be explained as:
people who feel lonely are willing to call at night. Based on this,
corresponding services can be provided to satisfy the need of this
cluster of users, e.g., psychological consultant services, social agent
systems, etc.

5. Conclusions and future work

Due to the popularity of mobile phone usage and the fast devel-
opment of computer technology, we can study human behaviors
based on telecommunication records. Comparing with question-
naires, the telecommunication records can accurately reflect peo-
ple’s real life, thus the data analysis based on these records is more
convinced. Our work described in this paper is significant to in-
struct ISP CRM and help anthropology study. We proposed an al-
gorithm of user segmentation based on FCM. Using this algorithm,
we divide mobile users into 3 clusters considering their com-
munication behaviors. Integrating with the traditional pyramidal
model based onARPU,we got in-depth behavior patterns ofmobile
users.

However, limited by the supporting projects purpose and
privacy concerns, we can only use the 16-week long and a little bit
outdated data. Nevertheless, the proposed methods in the paper
have already been submitted to the service provider and used in
their system. According to their feedback, the methods work fine
for other later CDR data. Therefore, we believe the 16-week long
data is enough for the research itself and suitable for ISP’s CRM
purpose.

For future work, we will work on the technologies for privacy
preservation in order to appropriately make use of user data for
better mobile services. And we hope to model users’ long term
behaviors and the behavior dynamics with the support of data
of longer period, which can be even more valuable to the service
providers.
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